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Murder at the Nightwood Bar
Homosexuals and lesbians gather in a remote
mountain cabin in California to plan action in case
their governor vetoes a gay rights bill. The meeting
becomes a study of relations between gays and their
often contradictory views on the role of gays in
society. By the author of Curious Wine.

Murder at the Nightwood Bar
A collection of lesbian stories of love and desire,
romance and passion. Contributors include Jackie
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Calhoun, Karin Kallmaker, Lee Lynch, Isabel Miller,
Robbi Sommers, Jennifer Fulton, Rhonda Dickson and
Nikki Baker.

An Emergence of Green
Every thug needs a fairy godmotherMeet Vince, a
young, moody boxer from Brooklyn with an oozing
bullet wound and a spot awaiting him in the Narducci
crime family--if he weren't on the runThrough a series
of events that begins with Vince returning travelers'
checks he's stolen from a British tourist, he finds
himself in 1980s London, the epicenter of New Wave
culture, unsure whether he will become a rock star, a
rent boy, or a laughingstock.Vince's journey brings an
awkward friendship with a glamorous drag queen, a
stint in a post-punk rock band, a frustrating romance
with a Bowie-esque pop star, and bloody quarrels with
a misfit skinhead--Vince's own cracked reflection.In
this quirky yet charming story of love and family and
culture clash, Vince discovers his place in a rapidly
changing world.

Daughters of an Amber Noon
“The sky begins to shimmer with the silver of brilliant
star clusters, the eerie radiance of red and blue
fluorescence. One huge moon, glowing gold, is soon
joined by two others, much smaller, which slowly rise
above the horizon, each jagged in shape as if
carelessly formed. Night falls suddenly and
completely, and we sit together in a glorious royalblue world illuminated with silver. It is Mother who
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speaks, softly: ‘So lovely a world. . . is surely meant
for women.'” Late in the 22nd century, the settling of
a new world falls on the strong shoulders of young
Megan. The perfect leader, she undertakes to guide
her sisters to a new planet, free from the shackles of
the brutal Earth regime. Negotiating politics in a
society of women is second only to securing their
safety. When a landing party of men and women
discover their colony Megan must decide if the
outsiders will live or die. And that includes Lt. Laurel
Meredith, whose disturbing beauty is as dangerous to
Megan as her people are to Megan’s world.

Lesbian Pulp Fiction
When Detective Kate Delafield and her partner,
Detective Joe Cameron, get the call to investigate a
homicide in the secluded, old-money neighborhood of
Hancock Park, Kate has the feeling it’s not going to be
murder as usual. Her hunch is correct. A cultured,
refined mother of three, Victoria Talbot is the last
person you’d expect to die by gunshot, executionstyle. At first the finger of guilt seems to point at the
victim’s ex-husband Douglas, and everyone
involved—from the authorities to his own
children—are more than willing to suspect him. But
for Kate, the easy way has rarely been proven the
right way, and there are too many unanswered
questions that suggest not all is at it seems with this
dysfunctional family. Now, Douglas Talbot is on trial
for his life, Kate’s lover Aimee has disappeared to Godknows-where, and Kate must piece together a deadly
puzzle of secrets and lies…
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Patience and Sarah
Treasured erotic science-fiction novella from
Katherine V. Forrest, one of the masters of lesbian
fiction

Hancock Park
Jane Rule’s fourth book explores lesbianism as
portrayed by authors from Gertrude Stein to Colette,
from Vita Sackville-West to May Sarton and Willa
Cather Lesbian Images opens with a disclaimer from
the author: “This book is not intended to be a
comprehensive literary or cultural history of lesbians.”
Rather, as Jane Rule goes on to tell us, her goal is to
present her own attitudes and measure them against
the images of lesbianism as depicted by other female
authors. Thus, chapters titled “Gertrude Stein
1874–1946,” “Willa Cather 1876–1947,” and “Ivy
Compton-Burnett 1892–1969,” among many others,
reveal how the concept of love between women can
be filtered through one’s personal experiences and
perceptions. There are also chapters about lesbian
myths and morality; the effect of the women’s
movement on lesbianism; the inherent conflicts
between lesbianism and feminism; how Radclyffe
Hall’s The Well of Loneliness changed fifteen-year-old
Rule’s life; and what it means to be labeled a lesbian
writer. At once astute and nonjudgmental, Lesbian
Images is a deeply engaging work that sounds a
powerful note of hope for the future.

Sleeping Bones
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The lesbian science-fiction classic Daughters of a
Coral Dawn (80,000 copies sold) told the story of a
group of pioneering women who disappeared from
Earth and colonised the planet Maternas. But what of
their sisters left behind? In this highly anticipated
sequel, Katherine Forrest tells the story of a group of
women called Unity, who have gone into hiding to
escape the tyrannical rule of dictator Theo Zedera. As
Zed uses his intimate knowledge of the women's
secrets against them, they struggle to build a world
safe for women.

Love, Castro Street
“A landmark work of lesbian fiction” and the basis for
the acclaimed film Desert Hearts (The New York
Times). Against the backdrop of Reno, Nevada, in the
late 1950s, award-winning author Jane Rule chronicles
a love affair between two women. When Desert of the
Heart opens, Evelyn Hall is on a plane that will take
her from her old life in Oakland, California, to Reno,
where she plans to divorce her husband of sixteen
years. A voluntary exile in a brave new world, she
meets a woman who will change her life. Fifteen years
younger, Ann Childs works as a change apron in a
casino. Evelyn is instantly drawn to the fiercely
independent Ann, and their friendship soon evolves
into a romantic relationship. An English professor who
had always led a conventional life, Evelyn suddenly
finds all her beliefs about love, morality, and identity
called into question. Peopled by a cast of
unforgettable characters, this is a novel that dares to
ask whether love between two women can last.
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Rose of No Man's Land
The intimacy of a cabin at Lake Tahoe provides the
combustible circumstances that bring Diana Holland
and Lane Christianson together in this passionate
novel of first discovery. Candid in its eroticism,
intensely romantic, remarkably beautiful, CURIOUS
WINE is a love story that will remain in your memory.

Jericho
Librarian Syd Murphy flees the carnage of a failed
marriage by accepting an eighteen-month position in
Jericho, a small town in the Appalachian Mountains of
Virginia. Her plans to hide out and heal her wounds
fall by the wayside as she gets drawn into the daily
lives of the quirky locals. When Syd gets a flat tire
and is rescued by the town physician, Maddie
Stevenson, the two women form a fast
friendship—but almost immediately begin struggling
with a mutual attraction. And, if that’s not enough,
Syd is straight and going through a divorce—and
Maddie somehow forgets to mention her sexual
orientation to her new best friend. Almost everyone
who crosses their paths believes it’s only a matter of
time until they figure it out, but sometimes, it takes a
while to see the obvious. Together, Syd and Maddie
learn that life and love can have as many twists and
turns as a winding mountain road.

Daughters of an Emerald Dusk
Through the darkness, you can see figures gathered
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in twos and threes – the glowing tip of a cigarette, a
close-manicured hand draped over a shoulder, heads
turning to study the new arrival. Someone moves
toward you, snapping a lighter open. Step into the
twilight world of lesbian pulps. In 1950, Fawcett
founded their Gold Medal imprint, inaugurating the
reign of lesbian pulp fiction. These were the books
that small-town lesbians and prurient men bought by
the millions – cheap, easy to find in drugstores, and
immediately recognizable by their lurid covers: often
a hard-looking brunette standing over a scantily-clad
blonde or a man gazing in tormented lust at a lovely,
unobtainable lesbian. For women leading straight
lives, here was their confirmation that they were not
alone and that darkly glamorous, “gay” places like
Greenwich Village existed. In the over-heated prose
typical of the genre, these books document the
emergence of a lesbian subculture in postwar
America. Some – especially those written by lesbians
– offered sympathetic and realistic depictions of “life
in the shadows,” while others (no less fun to read
now) were smutty, sensational tales of innocent girls
led astray. Grande dame of lesbian literature
Katherine V. Forrest presents a rich survey of the best
of the pulps, including work by Ann Bannon, Vin
Packer, Marion Zimmer Bradley (writing as Miriam
Gardner), Brigid Brophy, and many others. Contains:
Tereska Torres: Women's Barracks Vin Packer: Spring
Fire Anne Herbert: Summer Camp Sloane Britain:
These Curious Pleasures Joan Ellis: The Third Street
Randy Salem: Chris Artemis Smith: The Third ex
Valerie Taylor: The Girls in 3-B Valerie Taylor: Return
to Lesbos Miriam Gardner: The Strange Women
Dorcas Knight: The Flesh Is Willing Kay Martin: The
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Whispered Sex Fay Adams: Appointment in Paris
Brigid Brophy: The ing of a Rainy Country March
Hastings: Three Women Shirley Verel: The Dark Side
of Venus Della Martin: Twilight Girl Paula Christian:
Edge of Twilight Paula Christian: Another Kind of Love
Ann Bannon: Beebo Brinker

The Young in One Another's Arms
In this long-awaited new installment of the legendary
Kate Delafield mystery series, Kate is forced to
confront her most formidable opponent: herself. Kate
Delafield is in a world of trouble. Five months into
mandated retirement from the LAPD, her long term onagain off-again relationship with Aimee Grant is off
again. She’s become hopelessly dependent on the
only substance that can drown her pain over
Aimee—and the illness of her best friend. She is lost
without her police career and beset by terrifying
dreams. Into this world walks Captain Carolina
Walcott of the LAPD, with a request that Kate secretly
try to locate Kate’s former police partner, Joe
Cameron, who has vanished. She also offers Kate a
business card—the name on it a woman from Kate’s
past who may be able to offer a lifeline back to the
self Kate once was. As she deals with a shocking and
inexplicable homicide, Kate also pursues a trail of
evidence toward Cameron that leads her into the high
desert. Here she will find profound challenges to the
truth of everything she ever believed in as a
principled police officer. Here she must decide what it
is she still believes: about her past, her present, her
future.
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Curious Wine
In a compelling novel of police misconduct and
scandal, Kate Delafield is drawn into what appears to
be a shocking conspiracy to prevent the outing of gay
cops. "An unqualified knockout".--"Lambda Book
Report".

Apparition Alley
Set in the nineteenth century, Isabel Miller's classic
lesbian novel traces the relationship between
Patience White, an educated painter, and Sarah
Dowling, a farmer, whose romantic bond does not sit
well with the puritanical New England farming
community in which they live. Ultimately, they are
forced to make life-changing decisions that depend on
their courage and their commitment to one another.
First self-published in 1969 in an edition of 1,000
copies, it garnered increasing attention to the point of
receiving the American Library Association's first Gay
Book Award. Patience & Sarah is a historical romance
that was a touchstone for the burgeoning gay and
women's activism of the late 1960s and early 1970; it
celebrates the joys of an uninhibited love between
two strong women with a confident defiance that
remains relevant today. This edition features an
appendix of supplementary materials, as well as an
introduction by Emma Donoghue, whose numerous
books include Stirfry, Hood, and Life Mask, which was
shortlisted for a 2005 Lambda Literary Award and the
Ferro-Grumley Award.
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This London Love
A love letter to the City by the Bay, from the queer
writers who call it home.

Curious Wine
Fifty-five years have passed since 4,000 women
escaped a tyrannical Earth and colonized the planet
of Maternas. The women of the Unity have brought
children into their world, the first in the history of
humankind to inherit a legacy of ultimate freedom
and possibility. But these children are a breed unto
themselves. They have bonded and communicate
with each other in a way the older generation cannot
fathom, and most disturbing of all, they question
many of the Unity’s cherished precepts, laying claim
to a rival standard of conduct. Into this widening
schism walks young Joss. She becomes deeply
involved with Emerald, a woman who struggles to
locate her long-lost daughter and finds herself caught
between two factions in a burgeoning conflict of the
gravest proportions. With Daughters of an Emerald
Dusk, Forrest has created her most electrifying,
suspenseful, and yes, sexiest novel yet in this
acclaimed series that began in 1984 with Daughters
of a Coral Dawn.

The Beverly Malibu
An award-winning novel of lesbian identity and
camaraderie amid violence and war Ruth Wheeler is
the one-armed caretaker of a motley crew of boarders
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living in her rooming house in Vancouver, British
Columbia. The miscreants and outcasts in residence
include a sexually confused academic, a one-timedope-addict-turned-law-student, a high-minded
deserter of the Vietnam War, a socially conscious
female radical, and a gay man on the run from the
cops. Despite personal differences and a turbulent
outside world teeming with police brutality, the
renters’ affection for one another grows and they
form a progressive and idealistic “chosen family.”
However, Ruth’s devoted and assimilative spirit is put
to the test when her property is slotted to be
destroyed by developers. The household packs up
and sails to Galiano Island, where they establish a
new home, start a business, and strive to overcome
the initial antipathy of their neighbors. They even
decide to collectively raise a baby born from an
unwanted pregnancy. Winner of the 1978 Canadian
Authors Association Best Novel of the Year Award, The
Young in One Another’s Arms stands as one of the
most sophisticated portrayals of an alternative model
for domestic life.

Daughter of Mystery
On Thanksgiving Day, LAPD homicide detective Kate
Delafield and her partner, Ed Taylor, are called to an
apartment building on the edge of Beverly Hills to
investigate a premeditated and pitiless murder. No
one appears particularly grieved by the shocking end
to old-time Hollywood director Owen Sinclair. Surely
not three other tenants of the Beverly Malibu, who
worked in the motion picture industry during the
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blacklist years and loathed Sinclair for having been a
“friendly witness” before the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Nor is Sinclair’s latest ex-wife
grieved or even his children. Nor film actress and
former paramour Maxine Marlowe. Nor Dudley
Kincaid, whose brilliant screenplay Sinclair stole. Nor
landlady Hazel Turner, whose husband, Jerome, is
deceased but not exactly gone… Kate sifts through
tantalizing clues: a set of handcuffs fastening the
murdered man to his bed of death; an album of a
Wagner opera; a bourbon bottle lightly dosed with
arsenic; a silver frame missing its photo. She is also in
a quandary over her fascination with Paula Grant, who
discovered the murdered man. Until she is suddenly
confounded by a wholly new aspect of herself
uncovered by Aimee Grant, Paula Grant’s remarkably
beautiful young niece…

Enter Oblivion
'A writer to watch. A superb novel, wonderful prose' Sandra Scoppettone Elegant, intellectual Mercedes
Medina is nearing 60 and preparing for the imminent
death of her husband. Twenty years her senior, he is
approaching the end of his life with lucidity and
confidence but, for Mercedes, the journey is not so
simple. Finding herself drawn to a woman nearly half
her age, she stuggles for balance as passion collides
with responsibility, recklessness with loyalty and lust
with love. A haunting story of change, both
unforgettable and recognisable.

O Captain, My Captain
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One of the best-known lesbian novels ever, having
sold over 350,000 copies in its lifetime, this beloved
romance is finally back in print. Candid in its
eroticism, intensely romantic and remarkably
beautiful, this story of two woman coming together in
an intimate cabin at Lake Tahoe is a journey through
the joys and passions of first discovery that will
remain in readers' memories forever.

Dreams and Swords
Fourteen-year-old Trisha Driscoll is a self-described
loner whose family expects nothing from her. While
her mother lies on the couch in a hypochondriac haze
and her sister aspires to be on The Real World, Trisha
struggles to find her own place among the neon signs,
theme restaurants, and cookie-cutter chain stores of
her hometown. After being hired and abruptly fired
from the most popular shop at the absurd and
kaleidoscopic Square One Mall, Trisha finds herself
linked up with a chain-smoking, physically stunted
mall rat named Rose, and her life shifts into manic
overdrive. A whirlwind exploration of drugs, sex,
poverty and tattoos, Rose of No Man’s Land is the
world according to Trisha – a furious love story
between two weirdo girls, brimming with snarky
observations and soulful wonderings on the dazzleflash emptiness of contemporary culture. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Desert of the Heart
Margerit Sovitre did not expect to inherit Baron
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Saveze's fortunes—even less his bodyguard, a
ruthlessly efficient swordswoman known only as
Barbara. Wealth suddenly makes Margerit a highly
eligible heiress and buys her the enmity of the new
Baron. He had expected to inherit all, and now eyes
her fortune with open envy. Barbara proudly served
as the old Baron's duelist but she had expected his
death to make her a free woman. Bitterness turns to
determination when she finds herself the only force
that stands between Margerit and the new Baron's
greed. At first Margerit protests the need for
Barbara's services, but soon she cannot imagine
sending Barbara away. And Barbara's duty has
become something far more hazardous to her heart
than the point of a sword. But greater dangers loom
than one man's hatred—the Prince of Alpennia is ill.
Deadly intrigue surrounds the succession and the
rituals of divine power known as The Mysteries of the
Saints. Heather Rose Jones debuts with a sweeping
story rich in intrigue and the clash of loyalties and
love.

Liberty Square
The intimacy of a cabin at Lake Tahoe provides the
combustible circumstances that bring Diana Holland
and Lane Christianson together in this passionate
novel of first discovery. Originally published by Naiad
Press in 1983, Bella Books is proud to bring the
bestselling romantic lesbian novel of all time back to
print. With multiple printings and translations
worldwide,Curious Wine is an enduring classic and on
everyone's list of the very best in our literature.
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Curious Wine
Young Teddie Crawford is dead from multiple stab
wounds in a restaurant kitchen awash with blood.
LAPD homicide detective Kate Delafield is relentless in
her pursuit and capture of his killer. But bringing that
killer to trial imperils Kate’s professional standing and
personal privacy—and her belief in the justice system
to which she has devoted her life. The suspect claims
self-defense—that Teddie Crawford made a
homosexual advance and backed it up with a knife.
Yet everything Kate learns about Teddie Crawford
tells her that his murder was deliberate. And to
develop proof of first degree murder, she must find
clear answers to mystifying questions for the
prosecuting attorney—a woman who has never before
prosecuted a homicide case. Kate is increasingly
isolated as she tries to shield her young lover from
the brutal realities of this case and finds few allies
among her LAPD brethren. Even her partner, Ed
Taylor, is loathe to aggressively pursue a case
involving a dead gay man and his gay associates. As
the trial date looms, she discovers she has a personal
stake: the defense attorney is a man from her past. A
man with the power to expose the private life she has
kept rigidly separate from her life as a police officer.
Murder by Tradition reaches new heights in the
powerful storytelling readers have come to expect
from Katherine V. Forrest. Lambda Literary Award
Winner.

Mathematics for the Curious
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Her Widow is a straight-forward look into a shared life
at its most vulnerable and victorious moments. The
title reveals the couple is two women, an art director
for Harper Collins for years and professional
photographer and her partner, a novelist and painter.
Joan Alden's lyrical, intensely moving account of a
singular year in her life belong's on every bookshelf.
Her journey toward discovery of the enduring power
of love is a path all of us have either followed or will
one day follow. -- Katherine V. Forrest Author of
Curious Wine and the Kate Delafield mystery series.
Joan Alden's voice is a rare gift in storytelling. Do not
miss HER WIDOW's fresh and transparent, unselfconscious yet richly layered story of the author's
deepest, best romance; her only marriage; and, yes,
her most grievous loss that can be understood, even
accepted, as truly as art can show. -- Linda Whitney
Hobson Writer, editor, and former Exec. Director of
The North Carolina Witers' Network

Murder by Tradition
'The ultimate lesbian love novel' - Lesbian News 'A
masterpiece of lesbian love' - Sacramento Star One of
the best-known lesbian novels ever, having sold over
350,000 copies in its lifetime, this beloved romance is
finally back in print. Candid in its eroticism, intensely
romantic and remarkably beautiful, this story of two
woman coming together in an intimate cabin at Lake
Tahoe is a journey through the joys and passions of
first discovery that will remain in readers' memories
forever.
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Her Widow
Katherine V. Forrest
Jazz pianist Liz Randall is reeling from her wife’s death
and struggling to keep their band together. An
invitation to play at the prestigious Monterey Jazz
Festival is an opportunity she can’t turn down, and a
challenge she might not be up to until she enlists the
help of a mysterious neighbor who’s surprisingly
knowledgeable about jazz. When Jac Winters
reluctantly agrees to help, a past she wants to forget
threatens to destroy the carefully ordered life she’s
built with her guide dog, Max, in the quiet town of
Carmel-by-the-Sea. With music and love swirling
around them like ocean currents, will Liz and Jac play
it safe or risk everything on making a comeback?

Daughters of an Amber Noon
Left behind by their sisters, they’ve become the
hunted. In this gripping sequel to Daughters of a Coral
Dawn, Katherine V. Forrest tells the story of an Earth
beyond nightmare, ruled by dictator Theo
Zedera—known simply as Zed—whose weaponry is
invincible. With ruthless determination he seeks the
vanished women remaining on Earth. Among these
women is the leader of the Unity, the extraordinary
Africa Contrera, Zed’s childhood friend as well as his
colleague and intellectual equal. As Africa struggles to
build a world safe for women, she is haunted by her
past—a time when she trusted Zed and shared with
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him the deadly knowledge he now uses to hunt her.
What future can there be for the women who call
themselves the Unity? How can they possibly conceal
themselves from a world of savagery and a man who
intends to find them at any cost? A brilliant,
breathtaking, romantic saga of a divided society and
the rebels courageous enough to withstand a brutal
new world.

Lesbian Images
The second book in one of mystery fiction's most
successful series, and the innovator of the best-selling
lesbian mystery genre, Kate investigates the murder
of ahomeless 19-year-old addict-prostitute, whose
battered body is found outside a popular lesbian bar.

Curious Wine
An encounter between trophy wife Carolyn Blake and
her new neighbor—tall athletic artist Val
Hunter—leads to a close friendship and deepening
emotions that young Carolyn has never known.
Suddenly, as Carolyn questions what she has always
accepted, her carefully manicured domestic life
begins to unravel. Husband Paul Blake, a successful
rags-to-riches businessman, recognizes the threat
that Val Hunter represents, and he is not about to let
his wife out of his control or accept any of her
stirrings of self-determination. Originally published by
Naiad Press in 1986

Amateur City
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CRUSH is a lesbian classic, first published in 1981 and
still a great read today. It wasn't easy fitting in at an
exclusive girls' school like Huntington Hill. But in her
senior year, Jinx finally felt as if she belonged. Lexie -beautiful, popular Lexie--want her for a friend. Jinx
knew she had a serious crush on Lexie, and she knew
she had to do something to make it go away. But
Lexie, who always go her way, had other plans.

Light, Coming Back
Tough and demanding LAPD Detective Kate Delafield
is the leader of the investigation into a highrise office
building murder. The case is intriguing but
routine—until Kate interviews the only witness, Ellen
O’Neil. When Ellen O’Neil took her new job over the
objections of her lover, she wasn’t expecting to
become embroiled in murder. The curiosity that Kate
Delafield rouses is equally unexpected. But it is never
far from Ellen’s mind that she is merely a name on an
interview sheet to the tight-lipped detective. Kate’s
thin trail of clues are enough to convince her that she
is looking for an amateur, and amateurs are
notoriously unpredictable and dangerous. She finds
her path increasingly intersecting with that of Ellen
O’Neil, who is proving unpredictable and dangerous in
a far more personal way. AMATEUR CITY is the first
novel in the compelling Kate Delafield mystery series
that has gripped readers all over the world.

Flashpoint
When do the hands of a clock coincide? How likely is it
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that two children in the same class will share a
birthday? Should you play Roulette or the Lottery?
How do we calculate the volume of a doughnut? Why
does the android Data in Star Trek lose at poker?
What is Fibonacci's Rabbit Problem? Many things in
the world have a mathematical side to them, as
revealed by the puzzles and questions in this book. It
is written for anyone who is curious about
mathematics and would like a simple and entertaining
account of what it can do. Peter Higgins provides
clear explanations of the more mysterious features of
childhood mathematics as well as novelties and
connections to prove that mathematics can be
enjoyable and full of surprises.

Daughters of a Coral Dawn
LAPD Detective Kate Delafield has a new, iron-willed
female lieutenant—a tough new partner who may turn
out to be a much-needed ally. She also has a
dangerous new case. A reclusive old man has been
brutally slain at the La Brea Tar Pits. The unusual
investigation could uncover the truth of humanity’s
ancient past, and at the same time expose the
corruption and violence of the present. And everyone
involved—from an alluring scientist with a dark secret
to a treacherous CIA officer with his own agenda—is
suspect. With more at stake than just a pile of bones,
Kate has to gather together the pieces of a timeless
puzzle, and make sure they all fit—before a
remorseless killer decides to make her a part of
history…
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The Erotic Naiad
For LAPD Homicide Detective Kate Delafield,
Washington DC is the last place on earth she wants to
be. But, thanks to her partner's machinations, here
she is. Driven by insatiable curiosity about a past Kate
has adamantly refused to share, Aimee has
maneuvered her into attending what Aimee views as
an innocuous reunion of the men and women with
whom Kate served as a Marine Corps officer in
Vietnam twenty-five years ago. The past resurfaces
with a vengeance. First, shots are fired into their hotel
room. Then a savage murder is committed by
someone attending the reunion. Kate finds herself
embroiled in a murder investigation in a city where
she has no jurisdiction, confronted by detectives who
view her with contentious suspicion. And Aimee learns
to her consternation that Kate has had very good
reasons to hold her memories at bay. Shocking
secrets emerge--among them the alluring Rachel, who
has now, thanks to Aimee, reentered Kate's life. In
unknown and hostile terrain, Kate must find a way
through her tumultuous emotions, must use all her
training and resourcefulness to protect herself and
Aimee from the lethal danger gathering all around
them. A Kate Delafield Mystery Series Book 5.

Crush
Best known for her Kate Delafield detective series,
Katherine V. Forrest is recognized as one of the
preeminent figures in lesbian popular literature. Yet
her work has received little scholarly attention. This
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critical study explores Forrest’s entire body of work,
including her fiction and (perhaps more importantly)
her writing about writing, popular genres and her
readers. Her science fiction and romance novels are
analyzed, with a focus on the reasons behind their
enduring appeal. Her most famous romance, Curious
Wine, originally published in 1984, remains in print—a
longevity far exceeding the typical romance novel.

High Desert
“A pioneer in lesbian literature . . . a believer in the
power of stories.”—Lambda Book Report The reprint
of a long out-of-print classic short story collection
featuring the treasured erotic novella O Captain, My
Captain. Also includes stories featuring LAPD
homicide detective Kate Delafield and characters
from the Daughters of a Coral Dawn science fiction
series. Katherine V. Forrest is famous for her bestselling works of lesbian fiction in the
mystery/detective, romance, and science fiction
genres. She has received the Lambda Literary
Foundation Pioneer Award, given to recognize and
honor the best in lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender literature.

Making a Comeback
Dory Quillin, nineteen-years old, her white-blonde hair
ruffled by the gentle breezes of a June evening, lies
dead in the parking lot of a lesbian bar. Her
bewildered silver-blue eyes stare beseechingly into
the mind and soul of the woman who kneels beside
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her: LAPD homicide detective Kate Delafield. The
investigation is far from a simple matter. Kate
uncovers shocking facts about the brief life of the
murdered young lesbian. She finds her road to the
killer obstructed by Dory’s uncooperative, judgmental
parents, the waning interest of her own partner, and
most frustrating of all, the open hostility of women
who should be her allies—the lesbians who frequent
the Nightwood Bar. Kate’s emotional equilibrium is
further disturbed by her powerful attraction to one of
those women, the enigmatic Andrea Ross. Who killed
Dory Quillin? And why? Accompany Kate Delafield on
her electrifying, emotional journey to the answer, an
answer you will never forget.
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